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The following passages are patches of life-torn-to-pieces during the height of the COVID-19 pandemic. Each asterisk 
marks a snapshot that brought into being the various pedagogies of acolhimento shared in this piece.

*

The last two weeks of March felt disorienting. Though streets, parks, businesses, schools, clinics, and mar-
OIXW�JIPX�XLI�LEYRXMRK�[IMKLX�SJ�EFWIRGI��LSWTMXEPW�[IVI�ƼPPMRK�YT�MR�EGGIPIVEXIH�[E]W��'3:-(����LEH�GSQI�
to stay and wreak havoc in our lives. Most of us spent the following months of 2020 attempting to mitigate 
the effects of the pandemic while trying to understand how to continue to move despite orders to shelter in 
place. Nothing about this experience was predictable or uncomplicated. The spaces, relations, and habitats 
that had kept us grounded in our bodies, communities, and land were suspended for an undetermined time. 

*

Just as the sun was setting across the Bay that afternoon in May, Daniela showed up at my door with a bou-
quet of lilies, a bottle of champagne, and a CD autographed by Fabiana Cozza. She had arrived by surprise 
with an enormous bag of kindness—a care package she had intuited I needed. We had just spent a good hour 
on the phone commiserating: we missed our circles of love, friendship, and intimacy. Dani understood—on a 
visceral level—how the pandemic had impacted me, us. Before I could open the door, she gestured for me to 
get close to the window and held a note against the window glass: “I wish I could hug you right now. I wish 
we could pop this bottle and dance to Fabiana’s music. I am so proud of you, Doctor Yô!! You did it!! I love you. 
And, also: fuck COVID.” We both cried. As a neurodiverse person, being utterly alone, isolated, and physically 
distant from family, friends, the classroom, places of convivência, and communities of acolhimento was 
terrifying. How were we to create life out of the impossibility of one as we once knew it? How could we walk 
over the abysses of isolation, grief, and loss? How were we to show up fully to these experiences, aware of 
their traumatic and compounding effects?

*

The more I tried to journal to process thoughts, emotions, and trauma responses, the more distressed I 
became. My attempts at quieting the mind through breathing and contemplative practices were yielding a 
VIZIVWI�IJJIGX��1ERME��4W]GLSWMW��%W�-�WLYƿIH�XLVSYKL�Q]�EVX�WYTTPMIW�SRI�QSVRMRK��-�GEQI�EGVSWW�E�KMJX�
from my brother: two almost brand-new sketchbooks. I opened one of them and found the written phrase 
right in the middle of the page: To All Our Relations. I smiled. I touched the textured mixed-media paper and 
VIQIQFIVIH�;MRSRE�0E(YOIƅW�FSSO��+SWL��[LIVI�MW�MX#�-�PSSO�JSV�MX�MRGIWWERXP]��-�GERƅX�ƼRH�MX��2IZIV�QMRH��MX�
must be somewhere. On the shelf is Linda Hogan’s Dwellings. I remember crying when I read her writing on 
the eagle’s feather. Is Rubem Alves still here? Where is that children’s book, my home away from home for 
over thirty-seven years? What’s the title again? How Happiness Was Born? Oh, good, Anzaldúa is here. Where 
have all those tiny, majestic books from Krenak gone? Is the Falling Sky gone, too? I run my hands through the 
WXVMRK�SJ�FSSOW�YRXMP�-�ƼRH�XLEX�WMPZIV�LEVHGSZIV�-�LEHRƅX�STIRIH�MR�QSRXLW��9JE��%HʣPME�4VEHS�LEWRƅX�ZERMWLIH��
Neither have Hilda, Gumbs, Lorde, Butler, hooks, and Alexander. Did I lend Mud Woman? To whom? Why do 
I always do this? I need a system. The thought of not locating these books asphyxiated me. They were both 
my root system and oxygen. They had been helping me weave webs of acolhimento and grounded-ness over 
unknowns for many years. 

Gosh, what am I to do with this pile of research on Bathsheba? Did I submit the chapter already? Did I miss 
the deadline? I can’t remember. I need to remember to check my email soon. Did I take my meds yesterday? 
Why do I feel so dizzy? Am I nauseous again? Damn, did I take the meds twice? My body is dealing with so 
QYGL�MRƽEQQEXMSR��2SXLMRK�-�JIIH�MX�WIIQW�XS�FI�HSMRK�ER]�KSSH��-�RIIH�XS�HS�KVSGIVMIW��-�EQ�WGEVIH��%Q�-�
EX�E�KVIEXIV�VMWO�SJ�'SZMH#�=IW��-�EQ��;L]�HS�-�LEZI�HMEFIXIW�EX�XLMW�EKI#�8LEX�EVXMGPI�HIƼRMXIP]�OITX�QI�YT�PEWX�
night. Was it all fabricated? Is this what bio-chemical wars look like? Whatever. There is a wave of evictions 
in the Bay. Are students safe enough? I will start an income redistribution page. Let’s get people donating. 
Folks have got to eat and sleep. I am so furious at all of this. Should we all just collectively scream? Are our 
ERMQEP�WMFPMRKW�SO#�-�[MPP�TYX�SYX�[EXIV�JSV�XLI�HIIV��;MPP�XLI]�ƼRH�[EXIV�ERH�WLIPXIV�JVSQ�EPP�XLMW�WQSOI#�-W�Q]�
brain spinning out of control? I need to go for a walk. But. We can’t breathe outside the house. And my soul 
can’t seem to move like this, from trauma to trauma. Did I take my meds last night? I can’t remember. I feel 
so strange. I don’t even know what will become of the online classes, tbh. Classes start in what? A week? I 
wish I could talk to someone. Can’t remember the last time I was able to go to therapy. This is hellish. I need 
to get my act together.

*

As my mind spun out of control, I remembered why I was holding the sketchbook in my hands. Yes, that’s 
right, I was supposed to be drawing. Oh, my goodness, the shakiness again. I really need to breathe. Let 
QI�ƼRH�E�UYMIX�TPEGI�JSV�XLMW��-�WEX�HS[R�[MXL�XLI�HVE[MRK�TEH�ERH�STIRIH�XS�XLI�TEKI�XLEX�VIEH��8S�%PP�3YV�
Relations. I reached for a sharpie and drew a tiny circle around the phrase I must have written when a surge 
of creative electricity had run through my body, only to be distracted by another racing thought and those 
brain freezes and dizziness I get from time to time. Before I knew it, I was drawing waves and more waves. I 
was breathing deeply. With each line, a breath in and another breath out. After seeing a couple of lines on the 
TEKI��XLI�GEHIRGI�SJ�Q]�XLSYKLXW�LEH�GLERKIH��ERH�XLI�GSRXSYVW�SR�XLEX�WLIIX�SJ�TETIV�KEZI�VMWI�XS�KVEXMƼ-
cation. I kept coming back to this notebook. Each day, a different phrase, new lines, invocations, sensations, 
and declarations. The gifts, bags of kindness, the Sharpies, the phone conversations, the impromptu visits 
divided by wall, glass, windows, the books, meals shared through great distances, and the care packages 
all revealed aspects of our community’s capacity to conjure life, however fragmentarily. The act of drawing, 
breathing, journaling, and reinventing community became the very sites and sights for world-making, dream-
ing, rehearsing, and choreographing new possibilities of being and intervening in a world that COVID-19 had 
just undone at the seams. 

This particular drawing gave rise to an intentional and daily art 
practice at the peak of the lockdown. It allowed me to metabo-
lize grief, mitigate fatigue, and regulate my neurodiversity. I could 
sense how, day by day, I was counteracting the helplessness that 
so quickly shapeshifted into hopelessness. As the practice took 
root, I began to think of the lives and loves of those entering the 
classroom. What was sustaining them? What gave teacher-learn-
IVW�E�WIRWI�SJ�VSSXIHRIWW�HYVMRK�XLSWI�ƼVWX�[IIOW�SJ�PSGOHS[R#�
-�[SRHIVIH�[LIXLIV�XLI]�[IVI�IEXMRK��WPIITMRK��SV�ƼRHMRK�E�UYMIX�
enough spot to study, read, and be comforted. To those near and 
far, I wondered about their geopolitical contexts and whether they 
had access to technology as learning tools. Would they have ac-
cess to healthcare should they need it? Taking my cue from the 
many decolonial, somatic, trauma-informed, experiential praxes, 
mentors, and teachers who had attempted to interrupt dominant 
and oppressive ways of learning and teaching, I began to in-cor-
TSVEXI� GVIEXMZI� TVEGXMGIW� MRXS� XLI� GPEWWVSSQ�� 8LI� ƼVWX� KIWXYVI�
toward this shift was a series of Love-Lectures I wrote students 
during a course I co-taught with Jeff Chang entitled “Living De-
mocracy: Image and Culture.” I closed each session with the epis-
tolary practice, hoping each letter I had written longhand could 
provide a kind of connective tissue, a bleeding, a pouring from 
my heart to theirs. 

On Pedagogies
of Acolhimento
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engaging in exercises outside of the demands of the classrooms. As a praxis of acolhimento, they 
GER�IRLERGI�SYV�WIRWI�SJ�GSQTEWWMSR��GSRƼHIRGI��ERH�ZYPRIVEFMPMX]��QEOMRK�YW�QSVI�EHETXEFPI�ERH�
GETEFPI�SJ�YRHSMRK�LEVQ��WXVIWW��ERH�XVEYQE��7SQI�SJ�XLI�GVMXMGEP�VIƽIGXMSRW�JVSQ�XIEGLIV�PIEVRIVW�EX�
the end of the semester named the implications of having other learning modalities available to them. 
8LI]�VIƽIGXIH�SR�FSXL�XLSYKLXW�ERH�JIIPMRKW�IRKEKIH�MR�XLI�VIEHMRKW�ERH�HMWGYWWMSRW��[LMGL�PIH�XS�
a visible improvement in self-awareness over the course of the semester. Some students named that 
LEZMRK�XLI�JVIIHSQ�XS�I\TIVMQIRX�[MXL�XLI�JSVQEX�SJ�ƼREP�TVSNIGXW�KEZI�XLIQ�ER�MRGVIHMFPI�WIRWI�SJ�
agency over their learning. 

The careful curation of the weekly exercises was my attempt to open a space of acolhimento in the 
classroom, tracing the sensations, behaviors, and emotions that emerged in each moment. As Corne-
lia Elbrecht put it, these creative exercises help to implicitly trace 
discomfort, distress, and pain, to transform them in tangible ways. 
This approach, she writes, transforms passive suffering into active 
responses, which can move us “from survival to gradually feeling 
alive.” Calling back the split-off parts of ourselves, she explains, 
these exercises “turn into a carefully titrated dance between what 
happened once, how the body responded at the time, and what the 
body needs to heal.”

Pedagogies of acolhimento have allowed me to co-create and in-
vent new ways to resist and exist in the classroom, even in the face 
of the most dehumanizing and traumatizing experiences. They 
have nurtured a creative becoming that establishes the learning 
community as a locus for returning to our bodies, cultures, ways 
of knowing, ancestral ties, spiritual traditions, and creative power. 
Through these practices and pedagogies, learner-teachers have 
met and supported one another, trusting our inner and collective 
courage to face the abysses as they open beneath our feet. They 
have allowed us to aerate the classrooms. And, by moving such 
stagnant air and energy, we have made space for the expansive, 
connective, and emergent collective, integrating what was once 
dissociated into a conjuring of new worlds.

 

From centering and closing moments to building sacred altars to engaging with artworks, teach-
er-learners were also invited to imaginatively co-create devotionals, rituals, meditations, art, embod-
ied work, creative projects, spiritual practices, and much more. At that time, I was being responsive to 
Lama Rod Owens’ call to embodiment as a coming home to our bodies, opening spaciousness that 
could allow us to respond to the wounds and wonders of the now. “Disembodiment,” he writes, “is the 
primary strategy through which oppression is maintained,” precisely because we become desensi-
tized to the conditions around us and lose awareness of our inner and collective realities. By turning 
to creative practices, we were able to call back a pedagogy of acolhimento into the classroom.

Acolhimento is a word in Portuguese that has no translation to English. It is an act and an effect of 
receiving tenderness—the very opposite of isolation and loneliness. It is a manner of creating space 
with others where our whole selves are welcomed, considered, and regarded deeply. Acolhimento is a 
gratuitous shelter, a deep practice of hospitality. And it is so much more than that. It is an embrace, a 
soothing bath, and clean sheets after arduous travel. Acolhimento lives and breathes in the enfolding 
we receive when the load is unwieldy and when experiences are felt-with. It’s an honoring of all that 
we are and have gone through. It is a deep and intimate welcoming. In acolhimento, there is no place 
for judgment and plenty of place for rest, reciprocity, joy, and tenderness. To acolher is to invoke the 
sacred into a space, it is the probing of each other’s being, a profound act of presence, of saying: “I 
see the entirety and the miracle of you.” It’s an offer, a prayer, a gesture, a poem. It’s a bundle of herbs 

that brush up against our soft skin and awaken the divine within. It’s 
a reclamation of our collective right to be whole, to be healed, and 
to be here. 

Such pegagogy of acolhimento, of meeting students as and where 
they were, engendered yet another bundle of kindness: the Spiritual 
Care Packages, designed based on each week’s readings, the un-
folding of the pandemic, the rise of anti-Black racism and anti-Asian 
LEXI��XLI�[MPHƼVIW�SJ�E�FSMPMRK�IEVXL�� -X�[EW�E�TVEGXMGI�XLEX�Q]�GSP-
league and co-teacher, Dr. Aizaiah Yong, welcomed into our Spiritual 
Practices Class. They became a series of centering and creative ex-
ercises that invited us to meditate, embody, and create for about one 
full hour per week. The packages included prompts to draw, assem-
ble elements from nature, rest, experiment with the senses, and have 
sensorial experiences that helped us to deal with what had been ac-
GYQYPEXMRK� MR�SYV�ƽIWL�� GSKRMXMSR��ERH�WIRWIW��8LMW�EPWS�TVSZMHIH�
opportunities for creative embodiment, integrating what students 
learned in class with their lived experiences, somatic processes, 
spiritual traditions, and research. The Spiritual Care Packages ritual-
ized and generated spaces that allowed us all to tap into the power 
of our spiritualities and creative vigor. In moments of pain, dis-ease, 
GSRƽMGX��ERH�YRORS[MRKRIWW��XLIWI�WTMVMX�FYRHPIW�KEZI�YW�E�GSRXEMR-
er to see, touch, and create in exuberant ways. After all, art allows 

us to become anchored in our bodies, access, re-member, and revive “what most links us with life.” 

Thanks to the support of Wabash Teaching Grants, I was able to understand the psychological impact 
of these exercises by holding conversations with Dr. Miriam Rosa dos Santos, a clinical psychologist 
and embodied healing facilitator from my home country of Brazil. Dr. Santos helped me understand 
how a heightened sense of anxiety, stress, and neurosis is very much present in contexts such as the 
ones where these activities took place. Not only was the pandemic looming large, but teacher-learners 
were navigating graduate studies, which placed tremendous demands on us psychologically, intellec-
tually, emotionally, and spiritually. These numerous pressures, she explained, tend to “stiffen” us as 
we try to minimize our pain and sense of vulnerability. By doing so, however, we also limit our ability 
to be creative, experience transformation, and perhaps even healing. To Dr. Santos, creative practices 
that can be sustained over time, such as the ones proposed in the Spiritual Care Packages give par-
ticipants an opportunity to broaden and “soften” their view of themselves and their communities while 
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